
Self-driving ERPTM 
Experience the power of people-centric ERP 
solutions designed for the speed of business.

Unit4 Business World
OVERVIEW

In business for people.
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The digital revolution. 
Reshaping life. And business. 
All around us, the impact of the Digital Revolution is clear.  
In devices, in apps, even in cars that lift the burden of driving from 
us – innovation is everywhere.

The Digital Revolution has also affected the way organizations operate through new models and 

capabilities that have given rise to newer and better ways of working. With this, come rising customer 

expectations. 

At the same time, today’s business environment has become faster and more demanding. People 

need business enterprise applications that are built for these challenges – that can engage, create 

impact and free them from as many administrative tasks as possible.

It’s time to 
revolutionize  
business software.

In this fast-paced business environment, you need smart business applications tailored for the needs of 

your industry and your people. Unit4 Business World is a people-centric Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) solution built for organizations with strong ambitions to be leaders in their sector. It helps you unlock 

the best from your team and adapt to new opportunities and challenges – faster, more cost-effectively, 

while avoiding the hurdles of disruption.



Built for people. 
It all starts with simplicity. Unit4 Business World is 
the only ERP solution designed from the ground 
up for people-centric organizations. It’s built to 
adapt to the needs of people that collaborate on 
dynamic cases and projects, rather than forcing 
them to follow static processes. 

We’ve taken into account how 

people work and have created 

“self-driving ERP”. Just as self 

-driving cars minimize the burden 

on drivers, Business World makes 

processes much more efficient by 

automating tasks, suggesting actions 

and providing insight and business 

context to decisions. As a result, 

many tasks can be fully executed 

with minimal to no input from users, 

enabling your people to regain 

valuable time to focus on areas 

where they make the difference. 

Our self-driving ERP enables a 

clear, intuitive and insightful user 

experience – the kind of simple and 

context-rich interaction you’ve come 

to expect on your personal devices, 

recreated in the business arena. 

The result? Ease of use paired 

with a complete and relevant user 

experience that predicts the kind of 

information needed by people to get 

their job done – faster and better.

What’s the secret sauce behind  

self-driving ERP? Smart technology 

that knows the business context 

your people are in and delivers the 

most relevant information to help 

them think and act more effectively. 

Unit4 Business World leverages 

the latest innovations of the digital 

revolution, such as predictive 

analytics and sentiment analysis to 

transform complex information into 

smart information, making it easy 

for your people to collaborate and 

make the best decisions.
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Innovate at 
lower cost and 
lower risk. 

Designed for change. 

Unit4 Business World is built on a modular architecture. 

You upgrade the modules you want, when you want, in the 

order you want. You’re in the driver’s seat. You don’t have 

to upgrade the entire system if you wish to benefit from 

specific leading-edge functionality. This modular approach 

lowers risk, minimizes cost and increases your ability to 

quickly bring innovation into your organization. 

For businesses, change is driven by 
a variety of forces such as growth 
and expansion, incorporating new 
business models, integration of 
acquisitions, reducing operational costs 
and inefficiencies, cutting back when 
economic conditions change, and so forth. 

The ability to transform and adapt is key. This is especially true (and crucial) in a digital world, 

where new opportunities are introduced instantly. To continue harnessing the advantages of 

this new world, you need software that is engineered to constantly adapt. A solution that lets 

your organization match and lead businesses that are all vying to stay ahead of the curve.

That’s why Business World is built on an elastic foundation that extends 

as you evolve. Its unique architecture enables your people to respond 

to changing market conditions, resource availability and new rules and 

regulations, more cost-effectively and without getting tripped up by 

typical disruption. Information, workflow and analytics are all seamlessly 

integrated so one change automatically populates throughout the 

software to keep your enterprise applications working at the speed of 

your people – and the requirements of those that you serve. 



Engineered for value. 

Financial Management
Give your finance team a rich accounting system that 

helps them run the business reliably. 

Human Resources & Payroll
Get comprehensive support for all aspects of the 

success of your people, from hire-to-retire, to talent 

management to payroll processes. Stay organized and 

in control – no matter the circumstances. 

Planning, Budgeting & Forecasting
Eliminate multiple, disparate spreadsheets and get 

your team on the same page, with flexible planning 

and budgeting solutions.

Procurement Management
Streamline procurement practices and minimize costs, 

without sacrificing control. 

Project Management
Optimize, automate and manage your processes  

with our integrated end-to-end project solution.

Field Service Management
Enable your managers, call center staff and field 

workers to all share the same consolidated customer 

information, wherever they are.

Estate and Asset Management
Proactively maintain all your properties to ensure 

everything stays in the best possible repair and save 

time and money.

Solution Highlights               
Business World enables you to 
manage your entire organization in 
a single, integrated cloud ERP suite.
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Offering choice for each user
Unit4’s ERP system doesn’t just simplify your organization’s processes – 

it empowers your staff through better engagement and by focusing on 

more meaningful tasks. It engages through solutions that offer different 

device options, each optimized for the task they are working on at that 

point in time and specific location. So when your staff are traveling, their 

smart phones and tablets become their best vehicles to capture their 

expenses or time, and when they’re in the office, where they have full 

access to their notebook or computer to prepare their budget or detailed 

project plan and resource allocation. 

We apply a “mobile first” approach to all our designs to ensure we 

support your increasingly mobile workforce – optimally. In essence this 

means: offering each of your people a User Interface with a design and 

format optimized for the moment of the action, where the underlying 

People Platform ensures at all times that the information delivered is 

simple, complete and relevant.

The Unit4 People Platform. 

Organizations are 

often shackled by the 

rigid concepts of their 

ERP software. Unit4 

Business World is 

different! The People 

Platform unlocks the 

power of ERP with 

a people-centric 

approach that lets 

service organizations 

“Make the Rules” and 

adapt, as needed.



Cloud Your Way
What makes our cloud solution different? 

It’s tailored towards the needs of your 

organization. Our superior design allows 

for greater security and flexibility to move 

from public to private cloud – or even to 

on-premise! You can pause an incoming 

upgrade and undo unwanted changes by 

switching to a previous snapshot of your 

data within minutes. 

Moreover, the solution that we deliver to our 

customers has the same functional depth, 

no matter if it’s in the cloud or on-premise. 

Quite simply, it’s one of the richest and most 

flexible cloud ERP solutions on the market.

PRIVATE CLOUD

ON PREMISEPUBLIC CLOUD

The 4 elements of the  
People Platform

A Smarter Personal Experience
The clear, clean user interface delivers a simple and relevant 

experience that keeps you connected on all devices to all the 

information you need.

Business Capabilities
Industry-specific functionality enabling end-to-end business 

processes, tailored to your needs in the front- and back-office.

Smart Context
State-of-the-art predictive technology is at the heart of our  

self-driving ERP, providing you with smart and relevant 

information and data. This simplifies decisions and processes, 

and enables focused collaboration.

Elastic Foundation
A smart information model that captures the essence of your 

business, no matter how simple or complex – it drives your 

business processes with powerful and flexible business rules, 

reporting and analytics.  
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About Unit4
Unit4 is a leading provider of enterprise applications empowering people in service organizations. With annual 

revenue of 500M Euro and more than 4000 employees worldwide, Unit4 delivers ERP, industry-focused and 

best-in-class applications. Thousands of organizations from sectors including professional services, education, 

public services, not-for-profit, real estate, wholesale, and financial services benefit from Unit4 solutions.

Unit4 is in business for people.

In business for people.


